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In praise of helpers
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These unsung heroes deserve more respect for their sacrifices to keep our homes running

My family's helper, Sarah, was born on the same day Singapore gained independence - August 9, 1965.

Singapore is young, while Sarah, at 54, has lived half of her life, with nearly 13 of those years alongside my family.

A devout Catholic who never married, with the sweetest laugh that escapes far too infrequently, Sarah adores red lipstick. Before Covid-19,
she painted her nails a brilliant hue every Sunday before church.

She loves my children, dotes on my husband, treasures my dog and tolerates my high expectations and demands.

Joining our family soon after the birth of my youngest daughter Bee, now 12, Sarah treats her with an unrelenting maternal love.

Having Sarah's extra hands to tend to Bee has been a blessing. With her can-do attitude and steel will, Sarah pulled all of Bee's teeth until
she was about nine.

Like most Filipino helpers, Sarah sends money home monthly, to support her younger sister and two sisters-in-law, along with their
children, in her town of San Carlos City, population 200,000. Both of her parents have passed away, along with two younger brothers.
Though I am an open book, I know only snippets of her life from asking.

Without Sarah, my home would be a burden, my book likely never would have seen publication and my family, without a doubt, would fail to
get as much done. Plus, we all would suffer emotionally, losing a vital slice of our family pie.

For many of us, the circuit breaker would have been far more trying if not for the helpers one-fifth of Singaporean families employ. With
nearly 256,000 helpers here, many are beholden to them, especially working parents who rely on these women to care for our children and
run our homes, and those with elderly parents, who need someone to watch over their parents' needs almost constantly.

In Singapore, we are fortunate to have the option of live-in helpers. For much of the world during lockdown, helpers - who often do not live
with their employers - were shut out.

During our stay-at-home stint, I cooked more meals with Sarah than ever before. We chatted, worked in tandem and I respected her
steadfastness even more.
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ST ILLUSTRATION: CEL GULAPA

She came to Singapore in 1991 because her options at home, even with a bachelor's degree in nutrition, were "slim to nothing".

The best and brightest flock to Singapore for high-paying jobs with growth potential. Similarly, for the almost 70,000 Filipino women
working here as helpers, Singapore is their stepping stone to a better life. These women, our helpers, are indeed unsung heroes, allowing us
to accomplish business and personal work only because they are there, in our homes, caring for us. They are our extra set of eyes, ears and
hands.

But what kind of life do they have? Imagine if someone set out to write the true stories of our helpers.

As employers, would we be comfortable with the narratives told from inside our homes? Would we be proud of how we treat the women who
enable us to work smoothly from home or go to the office with little worry, who prepare our meals, fret over laundry and feed our growing
babies or ageing family?

Would we be embarrassed that our condominium does not allow her to swim with our children? That she is expected to take a separate
elevator? That she is not allowed into our private clubs? Or that we withhold part of her pay for slipping up every once in a while?

I am not pointing fingers, for I am far from perfect, but I imagine many would not want our helpers making public the realities they
experience.

The poor treatment of helpers stems largely from an ingrained prejudice against domestic work. Since women have worked at home for
"free" for so long, little respect exists for the job.

Undoubtedly, modern, educated women today demand men contribute at home, but the truth remains: Women continue to do the majority
of housework. It is an essential that we treat as an inconsequential.

Once a luxury to employ a helper, with 54 per cent of married couples here dual-income earners and our population ageing fast, more
families require one to run efficiently.

Our increasing Sandwich Generation, where working adults are financially responsible for children as well as elderly parents, means demand
for helpers will grow as birth rates shrink and life expectancies increase. Plus, more women - about 60 per cent of the population - now work
outside the home, with the economy depending on their contributions. As a nation, we need helpers.

Nonetheless, domestic work remains undervalued, which leads to a lack of respect and dignity, and verbal and physical abuse of some
helpers, as news reports attest.

On average, helpers make about $600 a month in Singapore. Without fail, employers find ways to rationalise low salaries and poor
treatment. Whenever I bring up their wages or care, I frequently hear, "they make more than they would back home" or "do you think they
would get a mandatory day off anywhere else"?

Yet, if we consider the salaries of our helpers, are we paying their real worth? The full value for the hours they are cooking countless meals,
washing heaps of laundry, with assorted other tasks? Do we offer them breaks as we ourselves would expect? Do we greet and speak to them
politely and professionally, just as we would with colleagues at work?

One morning this year, my friend Winnie noticed her helper, Jane, jogging around her cramped condo car park, wearing ill-fitting clothes
and worn-out sneakers. She offered Jane exercise attire and took her to the nearby Botanic Gardens to explore the jogging trails. Now, Jane
wakes ahead of schedule almost every morning to jog.
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How many of us who hire helpers to streamline our time ever attempt to improve their lives as Winnie has? Should we not all be enablers,
assisting her to set up a bank account - only 50 per cent of helpers have one - or perhaps introducing her to Aidha, a non-profit that educates
helpers here in financial literacy, allowing them sustainable futures?

Or, if a helper is outstanding, nominate her for the Ministry of Manpower's Foreign Domestic Worker of the Year Award, with a top prize of
$2,000. Why not bolster them instead of maintaining the uninspiring status quo?

When Sarah's father was on his deathbed, she left us for two months. Her importance to my family meant she deserved this time to grapple
with her grief and I did not replace her. If we cannot have compassion for the people working in our homes, how will they ever have it for us?

As employers, the onus falls on us to recall our helper is working to support herself, as well as her own family. If she had another choice, she
would be with them, not us. We sometimes forget how far they are from their families, how some are mothers of children left behind, or how
some have escaped terrible living conditions or abuse to seek a better life with us.

What we call these women matters. I am certain we have progressed since the year 1200, when the term "servant" originated. In 2020,
"servant" no longer applies to the women caring for our families.

Nor should we call them maids. That word is antiquated too. Acknowledging that these women offer genuine support, and not labelling them
with a derogatory term, is a critical step towards bringing respect to their jobs.

Respectfully, is it not time for us to drop the word "maids"? The usage of the word perpetuates a negative mindset that allows unacceptable
behaviour to persist. As for "foreign domestic worker" or "FDW", too often thrown around, let us reserve that acronym for statistics, not
when speaking of the humans who make life easier for so many.

Sarah is off today, attending mass via computer. Later this year, I plan to nominate her for MOM's annual award, which hopefully by then
will carry a new name. MOM Helper of the Year Award sounds good.


